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A B S T R A C T

This work proposes the experimental study of an auxetic polymeric structure manufactured by 3D printing
(SLA). The structure is composed by a re-entrant unit cell based on cylindrical elements not previously studied.
The effect of the number and size/scale of the unit cells used in the specimens, subjected to both static and
dynamic loads, has been analysed. The results show how the studied variables affect the behaviour of the
structure in terms of stress and strain and that the dimensions of the cylindrical elements, as well as the
contact between them, could help to modify the stiffness structure as required. The tests performed have
allowed to understand the sequence of physical phenomena that appears at different strain rates and how they
affect the response of the structure. The results obtained may contribute to the knowledge of both polymeric
auxetic structures and the use of additive manufacturing methods for such structures.
1. Introduction

The engineering and technological sectors are constantly searching
and demanding stronger, lighter, tougher, cheaper and more ductile
materials that should have a strong combination of multiple mate-
rial properties. Composite materials are a step in the right directions
concerning those criteria’s, however, they do not fully fulfil the in-
creasing need for better materials. Metamaterials (also known as super-
materials) are a solution to these demands, as they are engineered to
have properties not found in naturally occurring materials. One of those
novel solutions are the auxetic structural materials, which could be
designed to provide the required properties for certain applications.

An auxetic material is in simple terms a material with a negative
Poisson’s ratio. This means that, unlike most of the materials, they
expand in the lateral direction when stretched in the longitudinal direc-
tion, and contract laterally under uniaxial compression. This behaviour
provides them with an excellent shear strength [1,2], indentation resis-
ance [1], high fracture toughness [3,4] and a high energy dissipation
apacity [5,6] which makes them especially suitable to certain applica-
tions such as shock absorbers, filters, or biomedical implants, and can
offer an enhanced protection for a large number of elements, structures
and devices [7–11].

For more than 100 years, the existence of materials or structures
with negative Poisson’s ratio has been known in nature, such as pyrite
single crystals, the skin of certain animals or cells and tissues of the
human body [12,13]. However, it was not until 1986 when Lakes [1]
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proposed a method for obtaining a polymer foam with a re-entrant
structure and negative Poisson’s ratio. This type of material was called
auxetic [14]. From that moment on, a great interest arose among the
scientific community in the study of these materials, demonstrating that
they possess excellent properties and that they can be candidates for a
great variety of applications. One of the main problems that appeared
when studying this type of materials was the difficulty of manufacture.
The auxetic behaviour of these materials is due to the geometry of the
unit cells of which they are composed, and the foams used presented
as main disadvantage the difficult control in the definition of the
unit cell of the foam, as well as its homogeneity. This fact prevented
further development in the applications of these structures or materials,
since their experimental behaviour did not always match with the
available analytical and numerical models. However, recent develop-
ments in the field of additive technology constitute a turning point
in the feasibility of fabrication of this typology of structures, which
are unapproachable by conventional fabrication processes, allowing to
avoid the aforementioned difficulties [15,16].

Among the possible applications of auxetic structures is their use as
a protective element capable of absorbing a large amount of energy.
The study and understanding of the behaviour of auxetic structures
under different types of loads is essential for the development and
design of auxetic protections. The key to the behaviour of a cellular
auxetic (2D auxetic) or reticular (3D auxetic) structure is the unit cell,
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as it is the basic structure that makes it up and which will define its
mechanical properties. Its modelling has been approached mainly from
two different methodologies, analytical and numerical, both being very
useful to carry out preliminary analyses that help to design a unit cell
that meets the desired requirements. Analytical models have been used
by several researchers to acquire a deeper understanding of the design
of these structures [16–20], as they allow relating the auxetic behaviour
with various geometrical parameters of the cells. This approach can
give satisfactory results in predicting their mechanical properties if
boundary effects are adequately considered. Numerous studies have
also been carried out using numerical techniques, such as finite element
analysis, to predict the mechanical behaviour of these structures. It
must be said that, in general, the studies performed had been fo-
cused on the study of small deformation elastic properties of metallic
structures with two-dimensional auxetic behaviour, particularly the
elastic moduli and Poisson’s ratio [21–24]. In order to develop auxetic
structures with high energy capacity and low force transmission, it is
necessary to study also the large deformation range of these structures.
However, studies on the mechanical behaviour of auxetic structures
in this range are not as numerous as in small deformations and focus
on numerical simulations of both foams and honeycombs with 2D
re-entrant cells [25–29].

Regarding experimental works, it is worth to mention that different
studies have been developed to analyse the behaviour of auxetic foams
under compression, traction, shear and indentation in a quasi-static
regime [30–34]. In addition to quasi-static studies, there are some
works that study the behaviour of auxetic and sandwich foams with
auxetic core, both at low or medium velocity and impact [35–40],
concluding that these foams are good candidates for use as protection
elements, as they have a high capacity for energy absorption and
attenuation of the peak force. The improvement of the performance of
auxetic foams for use as shielding elements could be achieved by mod-
ifying the unit cell of the auxetic structure by using precise geometries
and parameters, which is very difficult. However, advances in additive
manufacturing make it possible to produce auxetic structures with more
complex cell architectures that can fulfil the design requirements for
certain applications.

In the last years, and as a result of the possibilities offered by new
additive manufacturing technologies, experimental works have been
carried out to analyse the behaviour of auxetic structures with different
kind of cells (re-entrant, arrowhead, chiral or inverted tetrapods) [35,
41–46]. It must be said that most of the experimental works using aux-
etic structures manufactured by 3D printing are focused on quasi-static
studies of metallic auxetic structures. In these studies, the influence
of the different cell types and their geometric parameters upon the
behaviour of the structure is observed, which, in combination with the
material used in the manufacture, must be taken into account for the
design and usage of these structures in certain applications.

Studies in dynamic regime of printed structures with 3D auxetic
behaviour are really scarce [35,38,40,47,48] and however they are
essential if we want to use them as impact protection elements, since
the performance of these structures under dynamic loads can be rad-
ically different to that shown in quasi-static regime. In general, it
has been observed that the behaviour of these structures depends on
the strain rate and that the material used influences the different
failure modes and, therefore the energy absorption capacity. Zhang and
Lu [49] in 2020 studied an aluminium alloy auxetic structure under
dynamic tensile loads and one of the main conclusions extracted is that
the uniform deformation observed in quasi-static tension changes to
localized deformation and wavelike propagation due to inertia effect
under dynamic tension.

As it has already been mentioned, auxetic structures can provide
interesting behaviours for many applications by achieving optimal
properties. However, it must be said that in general, auxetic structures
have a low stiffness, or at least a lower stiffness than the solid material
2

from which they are formed due to their more porous structure. When
an auxetic structure is compressed, the internal structure is gradu-
ally compacted. Therefore, the stress–strain curve has a much longer
plateau phase than the base material, and then the stiffness of the
structure increases due to compaction. In order to improve the stiffness
of the structure and, above all, to be able to control or modify it
according to the application, some researchers [50–54] have proposed
in recent years different auxetic cell topologies and methods to obtain
auxetic structures with variable stiffnesses, being another area that can
provide promising results and hence worthy of further research.

In light of the above, and as can be concluded from the reviews on
this subject appeared in the last few years [29,55,56], it seems clear
that there is a great interest in continue studying auxetic structures to
be able to extend their use to different fields. Furthermore, it seems
that it will involve the use of additive manufacturing techniques that
allow the implementation of cells with complex geometries in order to
achieve the required properties for specific applications. This type of
study is a challenge since, on the one hand, it is necessary to understand
the behaviour of these structures under different types of load and
their relationship with the different geometric parameters of the cells
and, on the other hand, since they are manufactured using additive
technologies, it must be kept in mind that certain variables intrinsic
to these manufacturing methods (such as precision or orientation) can
also affect the final response of the structure [57–59]. Therefore, it is
necessary to carry out more experimental studies to increase knowl-
edge about these structures and the different types of cells that can
be proposed so that their use can be extended to more engineering
applications.

This work proposes the experimental study of an auxetic structure
manufactured by 3D printing (stereolithography additive manufactur-
ing technique) with a polymeric material. In order to achieve the
auxetic behaviour in the three directions, a non previously studied re-
entrant cell based on cylindrical elements is proposed. The dimensions
of the cylindrical elements could help to modify the stiffness structure
as required. The work analyses the quasi-static and dynamic behaviour
of such a structure. To this end, different experimental tests have
been carried out to try to understand the mechanical response of the
structure as a function of the type of load, the quantity and size of the
unit cells and the applied strain rate. It is considered that the results
obtained from the proposed auxetic structure can contribute to the
knowledge of both polymeric auxetic structures and the use of additive
manufacturing methods for such structures.

2. Manufacture of the auxetic structure

In order to carry out an experimental study on auxetic structures, it
is necessary to think about two fundamental things: firstly, which unit
cell will be used to develop the structure and secondly, how the struc-
ture will be manufactured. The final decision usually depends on both
questions. Depending on the cell to be studied (topology, size, etc.),
there are manufacturing methods that may be more suitable than others
(in terms of precision, materials, cost, etc.) and therefore, depending on
the availability of the manufacturing method, certain unit cells can be
developed. In this work we have proposed the experimental study of
a polymeric auxetic structure composed by a type of re-entrant unit
cell that has not been previously studied experimentally. The structure
manufacture has been carried out by means of the stereolithography
(SLA) additive manufacturing technique.

As it has been previously mentioned, there are studies that have
shown the behaviour of auxetic structures with different types of unit
cell (re-entrant, arrowhead, chiral), both numerical and experimental,
although mostly in the static regime and with metallic structures. The
vast diversity in the design of those unit cells opens the door to a
new, and sometimes unpredictable, range of mechanical behaviour and
deformation patterns and particularities when the samples are tested.
There are mixed pros and cons to consider when choosing the design

of the unit cell, specially for those experimental samples obtained
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Fig. 1. Re-entrant auxetic unit cell.
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by a 3D printing process. Geometrical tolerances and precision detail
have to be taken into account depending on the printing technique
employed in order to ensure a proper integrity and continuity of the
built material, which will diminish the possible particular effects caused
by the printing process when tested. In this particular case it has been
decided to choose a design based on cylindrical beams, Fig. 1(a).

In Fig. 1(c) the geometrical magnitudes of the unit cell here consid-
red are shown. The unit cell proposed has been chosen due to several
easons: it is a simple and sturdy unit cell to print and therefore it will
llow to obtain a less complex structure to study and understand as an
nitial step. The presence of cylinders whose dimensions can be easily
djusted to modify the stiffness of the structure, has been considered
hat could be positive for use it in structural elements subjected to
mpacts. Moreover, it is considered that the chosen unit cell with only
hree arms can be an appropriate starting point to understand the
ehaviour of other cells with more arms, which may be more costly
o manufacture.
Geometrical parameters taken for the unit cell and shown in

ig. 1(c) were settled considering previous factors such as: a balance
etween the re-entrant angle (𝜃) and the room available for movement
n the lateral direction, that should be the same in the inner and outer
upports of the unit cell as they move in unity. On the other hand, it
s pursued to minimize the density as a percentage of the whole lattice
aking into account the resolution limitations (minimum printable layer
eight) of the printing technique so that the final unit cell size does not
roduce a defective final printed structure.
The additive manufacturing technique used in this work, as it has

een already mentioned, is the Stereolithography (SLA). The SLA print-
ng methodology uses a laser source projected over a platform to obtain
he desired specimens. This beam of light goes across a liquid tank filled
ith a polymeric resin with photo-initiators and produces the selective
uring in the surface areas hit by the ray trajectory. The curing process
s done in the platform plane following a layer-by-layer building where
he specimen is sustained by supports that aid the correct growth of
he sample and its attachment to the building bed. The resolution of
he printing not only comes defined by the laser diameter but also by
he increment of the vertical displacement between each layer that can
e selected by the user. In stereolithography-based current commercial
rinters, the aforementioned resolution runs in the range from hun-
reds of micrometers up to dozens. Once the specimen is printed it
ust be washed using an Isopropyl alcohol solution for a short period
f time described by the provider. After washing the print, and once is
roperly rinsed, the sample may be cured in a ultraviolet chamber that
odifies its mechanical properties by promoting the interaction and
he cross-linking of polymer chains. Submitting the specimen to a bath
f UV beam-lights during certain time and in a specific temperature,
he mechanical properties can increase according to the time exposure
ntil a maximum limit is reached.
This printing technique has been chosen for this work because the

pecimens to be manufactured will have a higher quality compared
3

a

ith the ones obtained by other methodologies and techniques devel-
ped so far, such as FDM. The finest accuracy of the laser enables the
esign and creation of complex, thin, angled geometries in a versatile
nd fast way. It is worth to mention that previous studies [60] have
roven that sample manufacturing through this technique leads to
he obtention of high quality and high repeatability parts with final
roperties that does not depend on the printing parameters. With this,
nd once adjusted the geometrical parameters in the cell according to
he printer capacity, it can be ensured that the differences found in the
echanical behaviour of the different samples are independent from
he way they are obtained. Therefore the mechanical variations that
ay appear are essentially depending on the lattice stack configuration
r testing conditions, among others.
The material chosen to obtain the auxetic structures proposed in this

ork is a photopolymerizable resin that can be used to manufacture
ifferent specimens by stereolithography (SLA) in the non-professional
LA machine Form 2 from Formlabs®. The resin is called Durable and
t is commonly used to prototype parts that would be made from
olypropylene (PP). The use of this resin is due to the fact that its
echanical properties [60] seem to be suitable for use in elements that
ill be subjected to large deformations or impacts, which is one of the
otential applications of the proposed auxetic structure.

. Experimental procedure

Once the unit cell to be used and the manufacturing method chosen
ave been defined, this section will detail the experimental tests car-
ied out to study the auxetic structure. Quasi-static compression tests
nd Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar (SHPB) tests have been carried out
o analyse the response of the structure in both static and dynamic
egimes. The equipment employed as well as the details of the tests
arried out and the different specimens used are described below.

.1. Quasistatic compression

The compression tests were carried out in a universal
ervo-hydraulic equipment (manufactured by SERVOSIS™) with a 10
N load cell (ME 401/1 + PCD 1065W). The upper test compression
late has a hinge that avoids any shear loading due to small differences
n parallelism between the specimen faces and hence assures a correct
erformance of the test. The machine plates (tungsten carbide polished
lates) that are in contact with the upper and lower faces of the
est specimens were lubricated to ensure the correct application of
he compression load and to reduce any other loading phenomena
hat could appear. The servo-hydraulic equipment directly provides
orce and displacement data. In addition, a camera recorded the whole
rocess of compression of the specimens. The images obtained allow
o identify the instants in which certain physical processes occur and
ence relate them with the data obtained. All the specimens were tested

t a cross head speed of 0.02 mm/s.
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Fig. 2. Different views of quasi-static test samples with a scale 1.
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Table 1
Dimensions and relative density of the different lattices tested under quasi-static loading
Scale Cell layers Length [mm] Width [mm] Height [mm] 𝜌

𝜌0

1.0 3 41.89 44.2 30 0.53
1.0 2 41.89 44.2 20 0.51
1.2 2 42.37 39.36 24 0.53
1.5 2 43.09 49.02 30 0.52

In order to study the behaviour of the auxetic cell chosen, different
uxetic structure specimens were manufactured. The dimensions of
he different specimens used for the quasi-static compression tests are
hown in Table 1. The last column includes the relative density of the
ell with respect to the raw material density ( 𝜌

𝜌0
), all the cell vary

round 50% of the density of the raw polymer. Specimens with differ-
nt number of cells through the thickness (cell layers) and specimens
ith the same cell layers but different thickness (modifying the scale)
ere tested in order to study the influence of both variables (number
f cell layers and scale). The specimens were designed in order to be as
quare as possible (same size in the total length and width) to facilitate
he comparison between the different models, therefore the cases with
ifferent scales have different number of cells in those directions. Fig. 2
hows as an example three different views of the lattice with a unit cell
cale of 1 and three unit cells through the thickness.

.2. Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar (SHPB)

Dynamic tests were carried out using a SHPB. The SHPB impose
dynamic load on the auxetic sample similar to that at which the
tructure will be exposed in a dynamic situation and high energy
vents. As seen in Fig. 3 the SHPB system consists on a 22 mm diameter
teel (F114) striker, input and output bars of 500, 2600 and 1500 mm
ength, respectively. In addition, the system has a gas launcher that,
sing pressurized air, is able to fire the striker onto the input bar
romoting the stress pulse, which travels inside the bar and hits the
pecimen located between the input and output bar, generating the
esired compression. At the interfaces between the loading bars and
he specimen, the stress pulse separates into reflected and transmitted
ulses at the input and output bars. Part of the pulse is transmitted to
he output bar and reflected in the input bar due to the compression
nd mismatch impedance of the bar and the specimen. At the end of
he system there is an anvil that works as a stopping mechanism. The
mpact velocity of the striker is obtained by means of laser barriers
hrough a velocimeter and it can be modified or adjusted changing
he pressure in the gas launcher. The strain induced in the input and
utput bars were measured using strain gauges in both bars and hence
eing able to obtain the stress–strain curves on the specimen, using
D theory. Alignment of the bars was checked prior to testing using
he impact velocity and the strain pulse magnitude and comparing the
4

w

Table 2
Summary of SHPB perfomed tests.
Scale Cell layers Heigth [mm]

0.9 4 36
0.9 3 27
0.9 2 18

theoretical values. For more information about data reduction method
and equilibrium assessment the reader is referred to [61,62]. Since
here is not an explicit standard for this type of test procedure nor
aterial, it was decided to follow the recommendations contained in
SO 18872 [63] regarding dynamic characterization of polymers. All
ynamic test were recorded by means of a high speed camera (Photron
A-Z) in order to capture the whole process of dynamic compression
nd hence being able to relate the data obtained with the physical
ehaviour of the auxetic structure.
The specimens for the dynamic tests were designed taking into

ccount the limitation imposed by the diameter of the SHPB bars.
ince the bars have a diameter of 22 mm, the aim was to obtain
ylindrical specimens as close as possible to that size. Finally, taking
nto account the geometry of the unit cell used, it can be considered
hat the manufactured specimens are quite close to cylindrical with a
iameter of 19.93 mm (19.93 mm in the 𝑥-axis and 19.26 mm in the
-axis). As in the case of the quasi-static compression tests, specimens
ith different number of cells along their height (cell layer) were made
o that specimens with 2, 3 and 4 layers of cells were printed. Fig. 4
hows as an example a sample with 4 cell layers in height. In order to
btain the specimens with the mentioned dimensions it was necessary
o scale the original unit cell size by 0.9, so that each unit cell for
ynamic tests were 9 mm tall (z-vertical axis) and represented one layer
f the structure; therefore the total height of the samples was 9 mm
imes the number of cell layers. For each specimen type, 3 tests were
arried out at an average speed of 7.73 ± 0.31 m∕s, Table 2.

. Results and discussion

Once the tests carried out and the specimens used in quasi-static
nd dynamic regimes have been described, this section will show both
he results obtained and their analysis. The different specimens used
ill allow to study how the number of cells along the height of the
pecimens as well as the scale used in the manufacture of the unit
ell can influence the behaviour of the proposed auxetic structure at
ifferent strain rate ranges.

.1. Quasistatic compression

.1.1. Number of cell layers influence
In order to study the effect of the number of cell layers used through

he height, quasi-static compression tests were carried out on specimens

ith 2 and 3 cell layers.
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Fig. 3. Configuration of the SHPB tests performed.
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Fig. 4. Example of 4 layered specimen used in SHPB dynamic tests.

• Different number of cell layers, different height:
First of all, specimens with different numbers of cells along the

hickness, and thus different heights, were tested. All other dimensions
ere kept constant. Fig. 5 shows the force–displacement results pro-
ided by the equipment used in the test. In this figure, it can be seen
ow in both cases the force increases up to a maximum value and then
ecreases. It is observed that the number of cell layers has a clear in-
luence in the force evolution, as other researchers have reported [64].
he specimen with three layers of cells has a lower peak force than
he specimen with only two layers. The differences in both peak force
nd stiffness are remarkable. To try to understand these results and
o see if the slopes between the two cases are really so different, the
ngineering stress–strain curve (Fig. 6(a)) has been obtained so that
he comparison between the two cases is more coherent. In addition,
he images obtained during the tests have been analysed in order to
e able to relate the different points of the curves with the physical
henomena that are appearing (Figs. 7 and 8). From these images it is
ossible to measure the Poisson coefficient of the samples during the
oading (Fig. 6(b)).
In Fig. 6(a), the first thing that can be observed is that when

omparing engineering stress versus strain in both cases, the elastic
lopes are very similar until a strain of a little more than 10% is reached
n the 3-cell layer case. A 10% strain represents a vertical displacement
f 2 and 3 mm in the 2 and 3-cell layer cases, respectively. Due to the
eometry of the cells, the cell cylinders have a space of 1 mm to move
reely before coming into contact; therefore, 2 and 3 mm is precisely the
istance needed in the 2 and 3-cell layer cases for all cell cylinders to
5

e in contact with each other and between the top and bottom plates.
Fig. 5. Force–displacement curves in quasistatic compression tests.

Thus, it can be said that both cases have an almost identical initial
behaviour until all the cylinders come into contact. From that point on,
a different behaviour can be observed between the 2 and 3-cell layer
cases. In the 3-cell layer case, there is a slope change that coincides with
a slight misalignment displacement between some of the bars that are
in contact (Fig. 8(d)). This displacement between the cylinders in the
iddle layer means that the specimen is not able to withstand much
ore force and the maximum engineering stress is reached. As the
ateral displacement increases, the stress decreases.
In the case of 2 layers of cells, it is observed that once all the

ylinders come into contact, the engineering stress continues to increase
inearly until it reaches the maximum. In this case, it is observed that
efore reaching the maximum, a slight misalignment appears between
ome cylinders, as in the previous case (Fig. 7(c)). In this case, as there
s no intermediate cell layer, the displacement is not so large and hence
he specimen is able to withstand greater forces. Once the maximum
alue is reached, the misalignment increases so that appears some
nterpenetration between the two layers of cells that makes the stress
ecrease and the specimen tends to be completely crushed (Fig. 7(e)).
The results obtained show that having more number of cells through

he height seems to promote the lateral displacement of the structure
nd makes it more unstable, so that the maximum stress values are
ower and are given for a smaller strain. In the case of considering the
se of this type of structure for an energy absorption application, it
s necessary to take into account that the area under the stress–strain
urve in Fig. 6(a) is the energy density (J∕m3). It can be seen that before
he contact of the cylinders (0 ≤ 𝜀 ≤ 0.1) both structures are capable
of absorbing the same amount of energy. Once the cylinders come into
contact 𝜀 ≥ 0.1, it is clear that having more layers of cells would be less
efficient.
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Fig. 7. Deformation frames for specimen with 2 layers and scale = 1.0.
Fig. 8. Deformation frames for specimen with 3 layers and scale = 1.0.
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Fig. 6(b) shows the evolution of the Poisson’s ratio as the strain
increases in the specimens. It was measured until a strain value around
which large displacements and interpenetration of cell bars appeared
(18%–20%), leading to invalid measurements. It is observed that the
value of the Poisson’s ratio is negative until approximately the strain
in which the maximum peak force is reached, as it was expected for
the proposed auxetic structure. Similar trends and values have been
measured for all samples analysed.

• Different number of cell layers, same height:
In view of the above results, it would be reasonable to try to

determine whether the observed behaviour is due to the high number
of cell layers or to the higher height of the specimen, making it more
unstable in those cases. Therefore, two specimens with the same height
(30 mm) and different number of cell layers (3 and 2) have been
tested. In order to obtain a specimen with the same height (30 mm)
but only two cell layers a scale of 1.5 was applied to the original cell.
Thus, the specimen with 2 layers of cells has longer rods and a larger
diameter than the specimen with 3 layers of cells (with the original cell)
(Table 1). Due to the accuracy limitations of the desktop SLA equipment
sed it was not possible to test a structure with 4 layers and a height
f 30 mm.
Fig. 9(a) shows the engineering stress versus strain curves for the

ases studied. It can be seen that the maximum stress is reached for
he case of two layers of cells, like in the previous section. Similarly,
t can be seen that the curves are similar until approximately a 10%
train is reached, point at which all the bars come into contact with
6

p

ach other. It can be said that this first slope corresponds to the initial
uxetic behaviour of the structure, previous to the contact of the bars;
uring this slope the load path is controlled by the arms of the cell
Fig. 10(a)) and hence a gentler slope is obtained. The case with 3
ayers of cells is the same as the one analysed in the previous section.
owever, in the case with two layers of cells, some differences can be
bserved with respect to the 2-cell layer case analysed above. In this
ase, it can be seen that there is a slight tilting of the bars when they
ll come into contact (Fig. 11). This may be due to the fact that in
his case the bars are longer and induce that inclination, which goes
gainst a stable equilibrium. However, there is also a change of slope
ith a sharp increase in the value of the stress. This may be due to the
act that the diameter of the bars in these cases is greater (scale 1.5)
han in the previous ones (scale 1.0). This fact could compensate the
nclination of the bars with a more stable contact between the bars and
herefore increasing the force that they can withstand. In this case the
oad path pass through the contact between the cylinders (Fig. 10(b))
roducing a stepper slope or stiffness of the structure than the obtained
hen the arms of the cell control the load path (Fig. 10(a)). The cell
ith 2 and 3 cells and scale 1.0 does not have enough stable contact
rea between the cylinders promoting a unstable premature buckling.
herefore higher contact area or more stable contact is required to
chieve this double step behaviour. In order to analyse the evolution
f the energy density for the different specimens during compression,
ig. 9(b) is shown. It can be seen how both trends are similar up to
oint A (𝜀 = 10%), point of contact between the cylinders. Beyond this
oint it is clear that, even further from the maximum stress (Point B),
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Fig. 9. Experimental curves from quasistatic compression tests for specimens with different cell layers and same height.
Fig. 10. Schematic representation of the cut-off of the cells at different stages during deformation.
Fig. 11. Deformation frames for specimen with 2 layers and scale = 1.5.
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the stability of the 2 layer specimen produces a higher energy density
absorption.

Analysing in depth the energy density absorbed by the samples
during the compression

This is an interesting behaviour because it shows that modifying
the dimensions of the bars of the cells (mainly the diameter or the
contact geometry), the stiffness of the structure can be controlled or
modified. Once the bars get in touch it appears a second slope, which
is around 4,5 times higher than the first one ( 1

0,1 vs.
2,25
0,05 ). Therefore the

unit cell proposed could be used to design a tunable stiffness structure.
Although the stiffness of the lattice is low in both cases (with respect to
the raw polymer [60]) it is in the range of other cells proposed by other
uthors, such as Chen and Fu [54]. This low stiffness promotes soft
ehaviour in case of compression, reducing the deceleration suffered
y the surrounding structures. The difference with the cell proposed by
hen and Fu is the relative density (Table 1); the proposed cell presents
n order of magnitude more than other cells. This characteristic could
7

t

e interesting in case of dynamic events in which the inertia play a
ajor role.
Another difference of this case with respect to the previous 2-cell

ase (with scale 1.0) is regarding to the stress reduction once the
aximum stress is reached. In this case it can be observed that the
ngoing lateral displacement causes an overlapping and interpenetra-
ion between the bars of the two layers of cells that causes the stress to
ecrease more than in the previous case, without reaching a constant
alue.
As it was observed in the previous section, the results obtained show

hat a specimen with more number of cells through the height (for
he same height) leads to smaller stress values, although specimens
ith more cell layers would be desirable to observe a clear trend. This
ehaviour seem to be related to the stability of the structure and how
t evolves under compression, so that a higher peak stress at a lower
train is obtained in the case with higher scale (bigger cylinders). To
ry to clarify this phenomenon, the scale variable will be studied.
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Fig. 12. Experimental results from quasistatic compression tests for specimens with different scales.
Fig. 13. Deformation frames for specimen with 2 layers and scale = 1.2.
4.1.2. Scale/height influence
In the previous section, in order to study the influence of the number

of cell layers considering the same height, the cell scale variable
was introduced. In this section we have considered the study of the
influence of this variable by comparing the results of specimens with
the same number of cell layers (2) but with different scale (scale 1, 1.2
and 1.5) so that the height between the different specimens is different
(Table 1).

Fig. 12(a) shows the engineering stress versus strain results of
specimens with the same number of cell layers and different scale.
It can be seen that in all three cases a similar behaviour is observed
until approximately a 10% strain is reached. Around this point, as
mentioned above, the complete contact between the different cylinders
of the specimens occurs. Once this point is reached, differences are
observed between the case with scale 1 and the cases with scale 1.2
and 1.5. Fig. 12(b) shows the evolution of the energy density, again
the trend of the different specimens is similar up to the point A (𝜀 =
10%), point of contact between the cylinders, no matter the scale it is.
Beyond this point the higher the scale is, the more stable the contact
is (Fig. 10(b)) and hence more energy is absorbed. Once the maximum
stress is reached (point B) the stability controlled by the slenderness of
the cylinders controls the unloading and the trends change, as it will
be explained later. Depending on the amount of the strain reached, the
energy of the specimen with scale 1 could be more efficient in terms of
energy density (point 𝐶 and 𝐷).

In the case with scale 1, as already mentioned, it can be seen that
the engineering stress increases linearly until it reaches the maximum.
Before reaching this maximum, a slight misalignment appears between
some cylinders. Once the maximum is reached this misalignment in-
creases so that interpenetration appears between the two layers of cells.
This fact causes the engineering stress to decrease and the complete
crushing of the specimen. The cases with scale 1.2 and 1.5 show a
very similar change of slope after reaching 10% strain. This change
in slope is probably due to the increase in the dimensions of the bars
with respect to the case of scale 1. As it has been seen in the previous
section, a higher scale (bigger rods) promotes an increase in stiffness
and a higher maximum stress because of a better stability. However,
8

it is observed that the difference in the maximum stress value for the
cases of bigger scales are small and not very representative. Even so,
some differences can be seen between the scales 1.5 and 1.2 regarding
the stress reduction once the maximum stress is reached. The case with
a scale 1.5 shows a faster decrease in stress than in the case with scale
1.2. This could be related to the different evolution of the bars observed
during the compression process. It can be seen that the case with
scale 1.5 presents an earlier and more noticeable tilt and displacement
of the bars, probably due to its larger dimensions, that trigger the
faster decrease of the stress. The case with scale 1.2 shows a slight
interpenetration between the bars, but also a similar displacement or
buckling to that observed in the case of scale 1 (Fig. 13). This makes
that the decreasing of the stress in the case with scale 1.2 is in between
the other two scales. These differences are caused by the difference
in length and diameter of the bars between the studied specimens.
Therefore, the interpenetration between cells is favoured in the cases
with bigger cells, leading to a fast decrease of stress. Whereas the
displacement between the bars or buckling is favoured in the cases with
smaller cells.

4.2. Dynamic tests (Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar)

The results obtained in the dynamic tests carried out on the SPHB
for the different cases studied are shown below. The effect of the
number of cell layers in the specimens when they are subjected to a
dynamic load has been studied. The specimen data and test velocity
are given in Section 3.2.

Fig. 14 shows the engineering stress–strain curves for the three cases
studied. The figure shows that for each case, different number of rising
slopes and plateaus can be distinguished, depending on the number of
cell layers. The fewer the number of cell layers, the higher the number
of rise slopes and plateaus. This is associated with the duration of the
incident pulse and the effect that it has on the specimen. In order to
relate the results obtained to the physical phenomena that occurs in
the specimen, the images obtained during the tests are analysed. Fig. 15
shows a series of images of the specimen with 2 cell layers during the

generated pulse. When the pulse arrives, the first layer of cells begins to
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Fig. 14. Stress strain curves in SHPB tests.

ove to the right (Fig. 15, 𝜀 = 0) increasing the stress in the specimen,
which matches with the first slope that can be seen in Fig. 14. When
the strain 𝜀 = 0.022 is reached, the movement of the first layer of cells
finishes, and thus the increase in stress. In Fig. 15, red circles have been
used to mark the spaces between the cylinders so that the difference
between the frames can be seen. At the end of the first displacement
of the first layer of cells, it can be observed how second layer begins
to move (Fig. 15, 𝜀 = 0.022). The displacement of the second layer
finishes approximately when the value of the strain is 𝜀 = 0.039 and
there is a certain relaxation in the specimen as this displacement has
not caused an increase in stress, Fig. 14 (from 𝜀 = 0.022 to 𝜀 = 0.039).
At 𝜀 = 0.039 it can be seen how the first layer of cells is displaced
again, (Fig. 15, 𝜀 = 0.039) until it reaches a strain 𝜀 = 0.055. During
his second displacement of the first layer (from 𝜀 = 0.039 to 𝜀 = 0.055)
there is an increase in stress, Fig. 14. From 𝜀 = 0.055 up to 𝜀 = 0.073,
final displacement of the second layer and the first layer of cells is
bserved again until the maximum stress value is reached, Fig. 14. In
ig. 15 (𝜀 = 0.073) it can be seen that the gaps between the layers of
ells are barely observed and that the whole specimen is in contact with
he surface on the left.
The images of the test corresponding to the structure with 3 cell

ayers, Fig. 16, show a similar behaviour to what it was described
bove. The first layer of cells starts to move and the first slope appears
n Fig. 14. When a strain of approximately 𝜀 = 0.011 is reached, the
second layer of cells starts to move, followed by the displacement of
the third layer until a strain of 𝜀 = 0.037 is reached with barely any
increase in stress. Then the first layer of cells begins to move again
(at 𝜀 = 0.037), increasing the slope until the maximum stress is reached.
At this point, the pulse generated ends. In this case it can be seen that
for the maximum strain reached there are still some gaps between some
of the cylinders of the cells, so that a complete compression of the
structure has not been achieved.

Fig. 17 shows the images obtained during the 4-cell layer case test.
As in the previous cases, it can be seen that the first layer of cells starts
to move until reaching a strain 𝜀 = 0.011, causing the first slope in
the engineering stress–strain curve of Fig. 14. At 𝜀 = 0.011 begins the
displacement of the second, third and fourth layer of cells in a chained
way. When reaching a strain of approximately 𝜀 = 0.023, the fourth
layer of cells finishes its displacement and then some movement of
the third and second layers can be seen, generating a slight decrease
in the stress registered. Finally, the specimen reaches its final strain
without any further displacement of the first layer of cells nor an slope
increasing in stress.

The results show a clear influence of the number of cell layers in
the mechanical behaviour observed. It can be said that the increasing
in stress is related to the displacement or compression experienced by
the first layer of cells, as it is depicted in the first idealized slope (A–B)
9

in Fig. 18. This cell layer is the one in the side of the movement of
the bars. Once this occurs, there is a series of chained displacements of
the following cell layers so that the strain increases, but not the stress
measured (Plateau B–C). The stress value reached in the first increment
is approximately the same in all cases, which is reasonable, since this
increment is related to the same physical phenomenon (displacement
of the first layer of cells). The second stress increase observed in the 2
and 3-cell layer cases (related to the second displacement of the first
layer of cells) is similar, although in the case of 3 cell layers it is smaller
(slopes C–D and C–D’ in Fig. 18). This may be due, to the fact that in the
3 cell layer case there are two layers of cells that have been displaced,
instead of only one as happened for the 2 cell layer case. Therefore the
differences observed regarding the stress reached could be related to
an inertial effect due to the mass that the cell layer has in front of it.
Therefore when the cell has more number of cells in front of it reaches
a smaller stress. Since the pulse duration in all cases is the same (and
hence the maximum displacement imposed), in the 2 layer case the first
layer can be displaced several times. Nevertheless in the 4 cell layer
case, the first layer cannot be displaced more than once, showing only
one rising slope and one plateau. In view of the images obtained in all
the cases it can be said that the complete compression of the specimens
is not reached, as the gaps between cells are not completely covered.
This behaviour is also affected by the mass or inertia of the cell. The
relative density of the cell around 0.5, Table 1, confers to the lattice
structure a behaviour that could be useful to use the structure as an
isolator for dynamic events.

In terms of energy absorption by the structures, similar trend to
what is observed in quasistatic tests can be seen during the first slope.
The amount of energy density is approximately the same for all cases
until the first cell layer comes into contact with the following cell layer.
After that instant, it can be observed that the energy density depends on
the number of cell layers. However, given that the pulse duration and
impact velocity are the same in all the cases, the energy imposed in all
the tests is the same but the amount of strain reached is different. So,
the amount of energy density absorbed per time (J∕m3 s) is controlled
by the number of cells: as the number of cells increases the energy
absorption per time diminishes. According to what is observed, it is
expected that for dynamic events with shorter pulse duration, lower
number of cell layers increases the energy absorption of the structure.
Whereas, for events with longer pulse time duration, increasing the
number of cell layers raises the energy absorption capability. This
should be taken into account when designing possible applications for
protective structures.

5. Conclusions

In the present work, the experimental study of an auxetic polymeric
structure obtained by SLA 3D printing has been carried out. The use of a
non previously studied cell design has been proposed and the feasibility
of manufacturing this type of structures by means of an additive manu-
facturing desktop equipment has been shown. Its behaviour under both
static and dynamic loads has been analysed. For this purpose, different
tests have been carried out to study the influence of different variables
such as the number and size (scale) of cells used in the response of the
structure at different strain rates.

• In quasi-static regime, the proposed structures behave similarly
until the cylinders come into contact. Therefore the free distance
between the cylinders could be designed to adapt it to the needs
of different applications by varying the initial stiffness of the
structure.

• The smallest maximum stresses occurs in cases with more number
of cell layers along the thickness due to the instability produced
by the displacement of the intermediate cell layer. This instability
is due to the number of cells and not so much to the height, as
cases with the same height and a lower number of cells do not
experience this instability.
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Fig. 15. Images of the 2-cell layers SHPB test.
Fig. 16. Images of the 3-cell layers SHPB test.
Fig. 17. Images of the 4-cell layers SHPB test.
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Fig. 18. Idealized specimen behaviour during dynamic compression.

• For the same number of cell layers, a larger cell scale promotes
higher maximum stress values due to a higher stability produced
by the larger contact area between the cylinders. However, the
longer length of the cylinders causes a rapid decrease in stress
and instability due to interpenetration between cells.

• According to the results obtained, it can be concluded that it
is important to take into account both the number of cells and
their size for optimal use of this type of structure. In addition,
more stable contact between cylinders, as conical shape, could be
implemented improving the stability of the lattice.

• The number of cell layers influences the dynamic behaviour of the
proposed structures. Cases with less number of cell layers reach
higher stress values due to the fact that the compression pulse is
able to generate a higher displacement of the cells and therefore
a higher compression in the cases with less number of cells.
10
• It has been observed that the energy density depends on the
number of cell layers, which should be taken into account to
design potential protective structures under different dynamic
loads.

• The tests carried out have allowed to understand the sequence
of physical phenomena that appear at high strain rates and how
they affect the strain values obtained, but it would be necessary
to be able to obtain final values of the complete compression of
the structures. Therefore it is necessary to use a SHPB equipment
capable of generating a longer pulse duration, since in none of
the cases studied it was possible to cover the free space between
all the cylinders.

The results and conclusions obtained can contribute to widen the
knowledge of auxetic polymeric structures so that designers can take
into account the variables that affect them in different load cases and
how they can optimize them to achieve optimal behaviour for a given
application.
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